
One World Spectrum™ - “Let The Light Be Upon You.” 

The truth behind Blue Light is out. 

And the truth is … 

It leads to harmful physical side effects such as heart disease, 

diabetes and depression. 

It affects the natural environment, resulting in circadian 

disruption issue in every living organism within it. 

It creates a very unhealthy and artificial atmosphere, affecting 

your overall sense of well-being. 

“Light at night is bad for your health, and exposure 

to blue light emitted by electronics and energy-

efficient lightbulbs may be especially so.” 

- Harvard Medical School 

This is the very reason why One World Spectrum™ was 

developed by One World Smart Solutions, in a special 

collaboration with a team of experts at Lumie Technologies in 

2013. 

After months of intensive research on technological 

possibilities, coupled with several rounds of trial and error 

exercises, a unique “solution” was conceived that provides ALL 

the benefits of blue light yet removes away the negative effects 

from it. 

We created White Light. 

We call it ZeroBlue™ – because it does not contain even a 

tinge of blue! 

ZeroBlue™ is a pure cool white 4000k light equipped with 

NEMA photocells, producing 90 lumens/watt, making it 

eligible for rebate programs. Each bulb has a life of 130,000 

hours, far higher compared to 3000 hours of a halogen 

incandescent light bulb and 15,000 hours of a compact 



fluorescent light bulb. Its long life enables far more energy 

efficiency and cost effectiveness, whether used inside buildings 

or as street lamps.  

What’s even more special about ZeroBlue™ is that it conserves 

the environmental balance, ensures positive physical benefits 

and builds a bright, vibrant atmosphere around us. 

One World Smart Solution’s exceptional ZeroBlue™ technology 

aims to resolve the various human and societal risks that are 

being posed by blue light, by changing the temperature of the 

light and thus, creating a new spectrum of light that is purely 

white. 

With ZeroBlue™ in your houses and in the streets, you can now 

relax and enjoy a blissful and smarter future … for yourself and 

your family. 

Let the Light be upon you. 

 

 


